Erythropoiesis is a physiological process that regulates production of red blood cells (RBCs) in mammalian species. Abnormal regulation of erythropoiesis due to iron deficiency, hemolysis, or chronic diseases results in various manifestations of anemia. A broad range of erythropoiesis stimulating agents (ESAs) including epoetin-alpha, epoetin-beta, and darbapoetin are currently being used for anemia treatment, but recent studies[@b1] have raised significant safety concerns due to increased risk of death, blood-clotting, strokes, and heart attacks in patients treated with doses above the recommended levels. Moreover, currently approved ESAs need to be administered via subcutaneous injection or intravenous infusion, and often require intravenous iron supplementation. Given these concerns, there is a critical need for novel therapeutic agents with enhanced efficacy, higher safety, lower costs, and oral route of delivery.

In recent years, stimulation of erythropoiesis via inhibitors of prolyl hydroxylase enzyme 2 (PHD2) has emerged as a new paradigm for anemia treatment. Two oral inhibitors of PHD2 developed by Fribrogen (San Francisco, CA) (FG-2216 and FG-4592) were reported[@b2] to demonstrate positive proof of concept (POC) in anemic nondialysis patients with chronic kidney disease (CKD). PHD2 regulates hydroxylation of HIF1α[@b3] at two proline residues leading to degradation of HIF1α via the von Hippel--Lindau (VHL) protein of the E3 ubiquitin ligase complex.[@b4] To catalyze this process, PHD2 enzyme uses oxygen and 2-oxoglutarate (2-OG) as cosubstrates, and iron and ascorbate as cofactors.[@b5]--[@b7] Inhibition of PHD2 leads to greater stabilization and nuclear translocation of HIF1α protein, subsequent DNA binding, and increased gene expression of HIF1α controlled genes such as erythropoietin (EPO). Enhanced expression of EPO leads to an increase in bone marrow progenitor cells, reticulocytes, RBCs, and hemoglobin (HGB)[@b8] that further compensates for the deficiency of oxygen under hypoxic and anemic conditions.

Despite decades of clinical experience with recombinant ESAs and significant advances in nonpeptide-based therapies, a clear mechanistic understanding of the erythropoiesis process is still lacking. Similar to the recently developed systems pharmacology models of NO metabolome, bone mineral density, and GnRH receptor modulation,[@b9]--[@b11] a thorough understanding of the erythropoiesis time course and inherent exposure--response relationships is needed. Even though several mathematical models have been developed to explore the specific behavior of HIF1α and its role in oxygen sensing and adaption to hypoxia,[@b12] these modeling efforts have primarily focused on *in vitro* systems on short time scales, and do not account for multiscale dynamic processes linking HIF1α activation in tissues to RBC production and HGB increase in circulation.

The goal of this study was to develop a parsimonious systems model to quantitatively describe the time course of erythropoiesis in mice. The proposed systems pharmacology model of erythropoiesis process is presented in **Figure** [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}. Towards model development, a novel oral inhibitor of PHD2 developed at Pfizer Corporation (Cambridge, MA), henceforth referred to as PHI-1, was utilized to obtain the time-course data on relevant pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic (PK-PD) endpoints at time scales ranging from hours to weeks. A systems approach based on transduction compartments was utilized to integrate intracellular HIF1α and EPO mRNA responses with downstream biomarkers such as EPO plasma levels, reticulocyte counts, RBC, and HGB. Predictive power of the systems model was tested by simulating RBC and HGB time profiles. The model was also used to simulate the time course of unobserved endpoints such as PHD2 activity profile in kidneys postdose administration.

![The proposed systems pharmacology model of erythropoiesis. Symbols and model operations are explained in the Methods section.](psp40004-0e12-f1){#fig01}

RESULTS
=======

Drug concentrations in plasma
-----------------------------

Based on visual interpretation of drug absorption and distribution phases, a two-compartment PK model was selected to fit the drug plasma exposures (**Figure** [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Subsequently, the estimated PK parameters were held constant to perform data fitting of the pharmacological responses. The data were simultaneously fitted for both doses to estimate PK parameters (**Table** [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). As shown in **Figure** [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}, the PK profiles of two doses could be well described by the dose-dependent volume of distribution (V1/F = 9.15L, V2/F = 2.4L). The inset figure shows model fitting for drug absorption and distribution phase up to 2 hours after drug administration.

###### 

Estimates and coefficients of variation of model parameters

  Parameters                          Estimated values     CV%
  ----------------------------------- -------------------- -----
  *Pharmacokinetics*                                       
  *k~a~ (hr−^1^)*                     8.5                  54
  *k~el~ (hr−^1^)*                    0.66                 9
  *k~cp~ (hr−^1^)*                    0.014                31
  *k~pc~ (hr−^1^)*                    0.005                31
  *V~1~/F (L)*                        9.15                 35
  *V~2~/F (L)*                        2.4                  20
  *HIF1α*                                                  
  *K~E~×PHD2tot~0~*                   9.9                  14
  *IC~50~* (μM)                       1.7                  6
  *γ~1~*                              2.3                  11
  *k~deg,HIF1α~* (*hr^−1^*)           0 (fixed)            --
  *HIF1o* (AU)                        351                  7
  *EPO mRNA and Plasma EPO*                                
  *k~deg,\ EPO\ mRNA~* (*hr^−1^*)     0.43                 15
  *τ* (hr)                            2.7                  7
  *EPO_mRNA~0~*                       0.8                  13
  *EPO_Plasma~0~* (ng/mL)             0.047                4
  *γ~2~*                              2.8                  5
  *Reticulocytes*                                          
  *Retic~0~* (% RBC)                  4.6                  4
  *T~r~* (hr)                         81                   4
  *SL*                                0.2                  18
  *MCH~average~ (g/cell)*             16×10^−12^ (fixed)   
  Secondary parameters                                     
  *k~syn,HIF1α~* (AU *hr^−1^*)        3473                 13
  *k~syn,EPO\ mRNA~* (*hr^−1^*)       0.35                 20
  *k~syn,\ EPO~* (ng/mL.hr)           0.02                 14
  *k~deg,\ EPO\ Plasma~* (*hr^−1^*)   0.37                 7
  *k~in~* (%cells *hr^−1^*)           0.05                 7

![Pharmacokinetics (PK) of prolyl hydroxylase inhibitor PHI-1. The drug was given orally at two single doses of 10 (•) and 30 (▴) mg/kg to male BALB/C mice (*n* = 3--6, per timepoint). The blood plasma samples were collected up to 96 hours. Symbols are experimentally observed plasma drug concentrations and lines (- -, ----) are individually fitted PK curves for two doses. The inset figure shows model fitting in an earlier phase of drug absorption and drug distribution after 2 hours of drug administration. The estimated PK parameters are listed in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.](psp40004-0e12-f2){#fig02}

Kidney HIF1α protein
--------------------

The available experimental data suggest that the inhibition of PHD2 enzyme by PHI-1 results in reduction of HIF1α hydroxylation, causing lower degradation and accumulation of HIF1α protein in mice kidney cells (**Figure** [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}**a**). We observed ∼30--40-fold increase in HIF1*α* concentration in kidney tissues within 2--4 hours and return to its baseline between 12--24 hours after PHI-1 dosing. The observed HIF1α data were fitted to the model (**Figure** [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) and relevant systems parameters were estimated (**Table** [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). The half maximal inhibitory concentration (IC~50~, *PHI-1*) is estimated to be 1.7 μM. The estimated rate of HIF1α synthesis (*k~syn,HIF1α~*) is 3,473 AUhr^-1^. The plasma concentration of drug in this study was maintained above IC~50~ for ∼5 hours at the 30 mg/kg dose.

![Pharmacological responses after single oral dose of 10 (•) and 30 (▴) mg/kg. (a) Total HIF1α protein concentration from mice kidney. Symbols indicate naïve pooled experimental data and lines (- -, ----) are model predictions after simultaneous fitting two doses. Each measurement is presented in absorbance units (AU). (b) Kidney erythropoietin mRNA. Symbols indicate averaged experimental data, whereas lines (- -, ----) are model predictions. mRNA measurements at various timepoints are scaled relative to baseline at t = 0 before drug administration. (c) Plasma EPO protein concentrations in ng/mL. Symbols indicate naïve pooled experimental data whereas lines (- -, ----) are model predictions. (d) Reticulocytes measured as percentage of red blood cells (RBCs). Symbols indicate naïve pooled experimental data and lines (- -, ----) are model predictions after simultaneous fitting of two doses. The relevant parameters are listed in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.](psp40004-0e12-f3){#fig03}

Kidney EPO mRNA and plasma EPO protein
--------------------------------------

Following the accumulation of HIF1α inside kidney cells, gene transcription processes are induced, leading to the expression of a wide range of proteins. At the 30 mg/kg dose, we observed ∼1,000-fold increase in EPO mRNA and plasma EPO protein, as shown in **Figure** [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}**b,c**. The EPO mRNA levels attain their peak expression level around 3--6 hours after drug administration, which is delayed from HIF1α peaks by 2--4 hours. Plasma EPO concentrations attain a maximum between 6--12 hours after drug administration. At 10 mg/kg dose, the change was minimal for EPO mRNA and plasma EPO.

EPO mRNA and plasma EPO levels were fitted simultaneously for both doses. The estimated rate of degradation of EPO mRNA (*k~deg,\ EPO\ mRNA~*) and plasma EPO protein (*k~deg,\ EPO\ plasma~*) were 0.43 hr^-1^ and 0.374 hr^-1^ respectively. The delay between observed peaks for HIF1α and EPO mRNA was well described by the model. The stimulation of EPO mRNA synthesis rate with the power function (estimated γ~2~ = 2.8) fits the data well. Also, the delay in conversion of EPO mRNA to protein due to translational processes was well described by a single transit compartment with the mean transit time *τ* of 2.7 hours.

Reticulocytes
-------------

At a 30 mg/kg dose, the observed ∼1,000-fold increase in EPO plasma concentration leads to a 3--4 fold increase in reticulocytes (**Figure** [3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}**d**). This observation is consistent with previously reported findings.[@b13] To fit reticulocyte response, we assumed that EPO stimulates the synthesis rate of reticulocytes by a linear slope function of EPO plasma concentration. A cell lifespan[@b14] based model was applied to capture the response profile by introducing only a single average reticulocyte lifespan time (*T~r~*) which represents cell residence time in circulation. The estimated baseline reticulocyte (*Retic~0~*) was 4.6% of RBC. The *T~r~* was estimated to be 81 hours in mice, a value slightly higher than a *T~r~* of 72.3 hours[@b15] reported for rats treated with recombinant human erythropoietin. Another report[@b16] suggests rhEPO causing ∼2-fold increase in mice reticulocytes between 48--72 hours.

Simulation of RBC and HGB time profile
--------------------------------------

To test the predictive power of our systems model, we compared simulated RBC and HGB time profiles by overlaying them on experimentally obtained data points. Both RBC and HGB (**Figure** [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}**a,b**) time profiles were well described. At the 10 mg/kg dose, there were no significant changes in observed RBC and HGB levels, consistent with the observed reticulocytes data. At the 30 mg/kg dose, the model simulation of the RBC time profile shows an increase in RBC levels from baseline due to an increase in reticulocytes that are released into circulation. RBC level starts to decline after life span of reticulocytes (*T~r~* (81 hours)), and remain at plateau due to maturation of reticulocytes to mature RBCs. Since we assumed an RBC lifespan (*T~RBC~*) of 24 days, RBC levels remain at their plateau during a 10-day simulation period. A similar profile was also observed in HGB levels. Our model predictions are consistent with other clinical data where HGB shows a proportional increase with RBC.[@b17]

![Simulation for red blood cells, hemoglobin and PHD2 time profiles. (a) Simulated and observed red blood cells time profile for 10 (•) and 30 (▴) mg/kg dose. (b) Simulated and observed hemoglobin time profiles for 10 (•) and 30 (▴) mg/kg dose. Lines (- -, ----) are model simulation for two doses. (c) Total PHD2 activity time course simulated for two doses of 10 (- -) and 30 (----) mg/kg. The plots are presented as the ratio of total active PHD2 concentration and baseline PHD2 (PHD2tot~0~) concentration.](psp40004-0e12-f4){#fig04}

Simulation of PHD2 activity time course
---------------------------------------

In order to predict the degree of PHD2 inhibition required to modulate downstream pharmacological responses, the time course of PHD2 activity post 10 and 30 mg/kg doses were simulated (**Figure** [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}**c**). Since baseline PHD2 concentrations were not measured experimentally, simulated plots are presented as the ratio of active PHD2 concentration to the baseline PHD2 concentration. As shown in **Figure** [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}**c**, at the 30 mg/kg dose, the model predicted a rapid decline of PHD2 activity from baseline (ratio = 1, 0% inhibition) to no PHD2 activity within 2 hours (ratio ∼0, 100% inhibition). Subsequently, \>50% inhibition (ratio \<0.5) is still seen up to 5 hours postdose. The active enzyme levels returned to baseline (ratio = 1) 8 hours post 30 mg/kg dose. In contrast, the peak inhibition of \<60% (ratio \>0.4) is predicted at 10 mg/kg with fast return to baseline within 4 hours postdose.

Simulation of PHI-1 dosing regimen to predict erythropoietic responses
----------------------------------------------------------------------

We performed model-based simulations to predict erythropoietic responses in mice under various dosing regimens of PHI-1. Drug PK, reticulocytes, RBC, and HGB time profiles were simulated after multiple doses of 10 and 30 mg/kg administered either every day (QD), every 2 days (Q2D), or every 3 days (Q3D), as shown in **Figures** [5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}. Based on model predictions, the 10 mg/kg dose may not be effective even when administerd QD over a period of 1 week in mice. Reticulocytes, RBC, and HGB did not show any increase at 10 mg/kg for any of the three regimens simulated, as shown in **Figure** [5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"}. This is due to the limited drug exposure, where drug concentration remains below IC~50~ (=1.7 μM) value for most of the time. For 30 mg/kg dosing, the model predicts sustained erythropoietic response for all three regimens. In the case of the 30 mg/kg QD dose, reticulocyte levels increased by ∼4-fold, resulting in ∼30% increase in RBC levels (plateau) and \>4 g/dL increase in HGB levels (plateau), as shown in **Figure** [6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}.

![Simulation results for 10 mg/kg daily (QD), every other day (Q2D), and every third day (Q3D) dosing of PHI-1. (a) Drug plasma PK, (b) reticulocytes, (c) red blood cells, and (d) hemoglobin time course.](psp40004-0e12-f5){#fig05}

![Simulation results for 30 mg/kg daily (QD), every other day (Q2D), and every third day (Q3D) dosing of PHI-1. (A) Drug plasma PK, (b) reticulocytes, (c) red blood cells, and (d) hemoglobin time course.](psp40004-0e12-f6){#fig06}

DISCUSSION
==========

This study presents a comprehensive analysis of the erythropoietic responses to oral administration of PHI-1 in mice. The systems pharmacology model reported in this study was built by incorporating all major components of the PHD2-HIF1α pathway that control the erythropoietic response, enabling us to perturb the system with various stimuli at different component levels. Unlike traditional systems models that borrow parameters from the literature, the availability of rich experimental data enabled us to estimate most of the systems parameters. Data collection at both the plasma and tissue level allowed us to build a multiscale model with transduction compartments to vertically integrate the intracellular HIF1α and EPO mRNA responses in kidney with *in vivo* markers of erythropoiesis such as EPO plasma levels and reticulocyte counts.

A two-compartment model was applied to describe the drug PK at 10 and 30 mg/kg. The nonlinearity in PK could be well described by estimating two dose-dependent volumes of distribution (V1/F and V2/F). For simulation of the multiple dosing scenarios in **Figures** [5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}, the assumption of linearity within each dose group was applied to predict PK and other PD marker profiles. Based on the mechanism of drug action a direct effect model[@b18] was chosen to explain inhibition of PHD2 by PHI-1. The drug IC~50~ was estimated to be 1.7 μM, whereas the *in vitro* IC~50~ in the HIF1α functional luciferase assay (unpublished data) was 5.65--10 μM. Given the physiological difference between *in vitro* cells and *in vivo* systems, this 3--6-fold difference is not surprising. It can be observed that drug in plasma remains above its estimated IC~50~ value of 1.7 μM for ∼5 hours at the 30 mg/kg dose (**Figure** [2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}). Although there was no direct measurement of PHD2 activity postdosing, the model predictions for 30 mg/kg indicate significant enzyme inhibition up to 5 hours (\<50% active enzyme) with return to baseline only after 8 hours (**Figure** [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}**c**). Consistent with the minimal PD response, the 10 mg/kg dose resulted in weak PHD2 inhibition, with a return to baseline within 4 hours and maximum inhibition of \<60% (**Figure** [4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}**c**).

Following the enzymatic mechanism of PHD2-mediated hydroxylation of HIF1α, our proposed model incorporates equations with hybrid parameters to explain the pharmacodynamic behavior of HIF1α. The primary parameter listed in **Table** [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} as *k~E~PHD2~0~* (k~E~×PHD2~0~) is a hybrid parameter that includes reaction rate constants and baseline PHD2 concentration. Since individual rate constants are difficult to estimate and baseline PHD2 concentrations were not measured, this new parameter is estimated in our model fitting. Plasma EPO profiles were well described by our model, and peak concentrations were captured at both doses. In a typical indirect response model,[@b19] the baseline concentration of drug is assumed to be zero, but in case of EPO stimulation by HIF1α, there is a nonzero baseline value of HIF1α in the absence of drug administered. Since use of both SC~50~ and S~max~ resulted in imprecise parameters estimation, we incorporated a power function-based stimulation of EPO mRNA by HIF1α with sigmoid factor γ~2~ and a zero-order stimulation of EPO protein production by EPO mRNA. A single transit compartment could explain the delay in peak levels of EPO mRNA and EPO in plasma. The predicted half-life of endogenous plasma EPO (ln2/ k~deg,\ EPO\ plasma~) is about 1.8 hours for mice, a value lower than that of rHuEPO (epoetin alpha) in rats (*t~1/2~* = 2.5 hours) and dogs (*t~1/2~* = 7.2 hours) as published elsewhere.[@b20] This difference may be due to the body weight-dependent drug clearance.[@b21] Also, there might be differences in the level of EPO receptor population and binding kinetics across species.

The stimulation of reticulocytes by plasma EPO was modeled by a cell lifespan model suggested by Krzyzanski *et al*.[@b14] Reticulocytes stimulation due to EPO was modeled as slope function SL. The estimated reticulocyte lifespan in the circulation Tr = 81 hours is longer than the reticulocyte maturation time under baseline condition reported as 20--40 hours for mouse.[@b22] This may be consistent with stress erythropoiesis due to erythropoietin stimulation where the circulating reticulocyte lifespan increases because of a release of immature reticulocytes from the bone marrow.[@b23] An increase in estimates of Tr for stress reticulocytes has been also reported for rats[@b15] and humans.[@b24]

To further test the versatility of our proposed model we performed simulations to get profiles of unknown PHD2 concentration and for known RBCs and HGB after a single dose of 10 mg/kg or 30 mg/kg. Further, the model was applied to predict RBC and HGB modulation after multiple doses of PHI-1 administered daily, every 2^nd^ day or every 3^rd^ day (**Figures** [5](#fig05){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig06){ref-type="fig"}). These predictions provide valuable insights into drug dose and frequency that is tailored to achieve a certain level of HGB increase based on the anemia patient\'s baseline levels. Although the current model is developed for mice, it can easily be applied to virtually any animal model and for humans, since most mammals follow the canonical PHD2-HIF1α based pathway for erythropoietic stimulation. Application of allometric scaling[@b21] on various model parameters should provide reasonable simulated HGB profiles in human as well.

In conclusion, the model proposed in this study incorporates a systems pharmacology-based approach to illustrate murine erythropoiesis. To our knowledge, this is the first report of a mechanism based model to explain PHD inhibitor\'s effect on erythropoietic response. Overall, our model fits the experimental data very well across all the PD markers measured in this study. In spite of PD measurements with large variability, model parameters could be estimated with reasonable precision. Although the current model is developed using single-dose administration in mice, we showcase its application in predicting erythropoietic responses in multiple dosing scenarios within reasonable assumptions. The current model can further be improved by incorporating more data from future studies. Application of current model with further extension can help guide future preclinical study designs and human dose predictions.

METHODS
=======

Experimental design
-------------------

Male BALB/c mice were randomly grouped before oral administration of vehicle (0.5% methycellulose with 0.025% Tween 20) or compound (0.2 ml). Inhibitor compound PHI-1 was dosed at 10 and 30 mg/kg orally. Subsets of mice were euthanized with CO~2~ inhalation before terminal bleed via cardiac stick at the appropriate timepoint (0.25--96 hours). Blood was collected into microtainer collection tubes with EDTA. Kidney and liver tissue was collected immediately after bleeds and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Tissue and plasma samples were stored at --80°C. Plasma was used for PK and EPO analysis. HIF1α and EPO mRNA were extracted from kidney samples. Whole blood was used for percent reticulocyte, RBC, and HGB analysis. Details of the experimental design and sample analysis are provided in the **Supplementary Material**.

Systems pharmacology model
--------------------------

### Plasma drug concentration

The current study includes single oral dose administration of prolyl hydroxylase inhibitor PHI-1 at 10 and 30 mg/kg. A two-compartment model (**Figure** [1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}) with central and peripheral compartments was selected as our final PK model. Drug absorption was modeled by first-order absorption rate constant (*k~a~*). The peripheral compartment is connected with central compartment via reversible first-order rate constants (*k~cp~*, *k~pc~*), and the elimination from the central compartment is also assumed to be first-order rate constant (*k~el~*). Two different volumes of distribution (V1/F, V2/F) were estimated for 10 and 30 mg/kg doses.

Here, *F* denotes the oral drug bioavailability. The output fitted variable is the drug plasma concentration *C~plasma~*.

### Pharmacological response

A systems biology-based approach was applied to explain the drug mechanism of action. Stepwise model development is explained below with relevant model equations for each observed PD marker.

### PHD2-HIF1α interaction

PHD2 enzyme deactivation due to PHI-1 binding is described by an inhibitory direct effect model. Here, PHD2tot~0~ is the baseline concentration of total active PHD2 enzymes in the absence of drug; PHD2tot is the total active PHD2 enzyme postdosing; IC~50~ is the drug plasma concentration to achieve 50% decrease in PHD2 concentration. The hydroxylation of HIF1α by PHD2 is described by an enzyme-based reaction model. PHD2 binding to HIF1α results in an unstable complex formation and after hydroxylation of HIF1α, PHD2 is released back from the complex. Following is the mathematical equation for this reaction kinetics to describe HIF1α turnover (see **Supplementary Material** for details): Initial condition: HIF1α~0~ is the baseline HIF1α level. In the absence of drug, degradation of HIF1α due to PHD2-mediated hydroxylation is the most dominating pathway contributing to its natural rate of degradation, so for fitting purposes the contribution of the basal HIF1α protein degradation process (independent of PHD2 driven degradation) is ignored and *k~deg,HIF1α~* is fixed to 0.

### Kidney EPO mRNA and plasma EPO

The accumulation of HIF1α results in transcription of EPO genes. Stimulation of EPO mRNA followed by translational processes results in EPO protein synthesis and further release into plasma. To capture this in our model we assumed a power function (γ~2~) based stimulation of EPO mRNA synthesis rate (*k~syn,\ EPO\ mRNA~*) by HIF1α with first order EPO mRNA degradation rate *k~deg,\ EPO~*. Delay between EPO mRNA to EPO protein translation and secretion to plasma was modeled by a signal transduction model[@b25] with one transit compartment of mean transit time τ. The plasma EPO synthesis rate was assumed to be proportional to the EPO mRNA levels. Baseline EPO synthesis rate *k~syn,EPO~* was assumed to be zero-order rate constant and the degradation rate *k~deg,EPO\ plasma~*, a first-order rate constant. Equations describing these processes are listed below: The initial conditions for differential equations were determined by the baseline (steady state) values: For simplicity, it is assumed that. Baseline equations to solve above-mentioned differential equations are listed below:

### Stimulation of reticulocytes

An increase in plasma EPO protein concentration stimulates progenitor cells in bone marrow that results in an increase in reticulocytes and RBCs in blood. EPO stimulates the proliferation and differentiation of erythroid progenitors into erythrocytes. Binding of EPO to its receptors on erythroid cells affects the stimulation process at different stages of cell differentiation. In the absence of data availability from each stage of erythroid cells differentiation, we present a model where only reticuloytes data are described. This model is adopted from a previously published cell lifespan model.[@b14] According to this model, each reticulocyte spends the same time *T~r~* (lifespan of reticulocytes) in circulation and converts to a mature erythrocyte. EPO stimulates the release rate of reticulocytes from bone marrow to plasma (*k~in~*). Since reticulocytes were measured in blood, *T~r~* is the mean residence time of reticulocytes in the circulation. Stimulation of reticulocytes production (*S(t)*) by EPO is modeled as a slope function. Where,

Prior to the drug treatment, baseline reticulocytes are defined as: Following the steady state solution:

Model simulation
----------------

For model validation purposes, we performed simulations for RBC and HGB time profiles. The estimated parameters were kept constant for model simulations. Application of a systems pharmacology-based approach enabled us to predict unknown biomarker profiles such as kidney PHD2 concentration levels and erythropoetic responses under various dosing scenarios.

### Simulation of RBC and HGB time profile

RBC and HGB concentrations were measured on day 0 (predose) and day 10 for the 10 and 30 mg/kg doses. Therefore, simulations were performed for two doses (10 mg/kg and 30 mg/kg) and simulated time profiles were overlaid on experimentally observed data. The mice RBC lifespan (T~RBC~) was assumed to be 24 days.[@b26],[@b27] The maturation rate for the reticulocytes is the production rate for mature RBC~M~. Analogous to reticulocytes, we applied the lifespan model to simulate the RBC~M~ time course.

Similar to Eq. [14](#m14){ref-type="disp-formula"} for reticulocytes, the equation for RBC~M~ can be written as follows: To predict absolute cell numbers, k~in~ is converted to Nk~in~ ([Eq. S1](#sd1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The final simulated output is presented as: The initial condition for Eq. [17](#m17){ref-type="disp-formula"} can be defined as: Since there was no statistically significant difference in MCH (mean corpuscular hemoglobin) values measured among all mice after various treatments, the average *MCH~average~* (**Table** [1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) was calculated to simulate HGB time profile. HGB was calculated by linear equation:

### Simulation of PHD2 time profile

As discussed above, an inhibitory direct effect model could describe active PHD2 enzyme removal (Eq. [1](#m1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Since data collection did not involve baseline PHD2 concentration (PHD2~0~) measurements, simulation for both doses was performed to predict the ratio PHD2/PHD2~0~.

### Dosing regimen simulation

Various multiple dosing regimens were simulated to elicit the erythropoietic response at 10 and 30 mg/kg doses orally administered QD, Q2D, and Q3D over 1 week. Model-estimated parameters were used to simulate PK, reticulocytes, RBC, and HGB time profiles. PK was assumed to be linear within each multiple dosing regimen.

All model fittings and simulations were performed using ADAPT 5 software.[@b28]
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Study Highlights
================

WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THIS TOPIC?
--------------------------------------------

1.  ✓ There are many experimental data-based reports on PHI-1-induced erythropoiesis in the literature, but there is no systems pharmacology model describing the quantitative link between different erythropoietic responses.

WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
-------------------------------------

1.  ✓ To develop a parsimonious systems model that is able to quantitatively describe the time course of the erythropoiesis process and apply a model-based approach in designing preclinical studies.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS TO OUR KNOWLEDGE
-------------------------------------

1.  ✓ We provide a mechanism-based systems model to explain PHI-1 effects on erythropoietic response.

HOW THIS MIGHT CHANGE CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY AND THERAPEUTICS
------------------------------------------------------------

1.  ✓ The current model provides support in assessing the impact of various dosing scenarios in preclinical studies that can help in optimal designing and reducing the number of studies. The model can also be translated to humans and in predicting human clinical doses.
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